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Abstract: The finite element method is adopted to establish the dynamical models of blade, bladed disk and blades-diskshaft assemblies. Based on the analysis of mistuned structure and the dynamic characteristics of model in different levels,
it gives the vibration mode distribution of different models. The research shows that the characteristics of the bladed disk
and shaft have a huge difference, where some modes are caused by the strongly split and coupled vibration. The mistuned
effects are likely to cause different coupled vibrations of blades between the blades-disk model and the blades-disk-shaft
model. Meanwhile, it shows the frequency separation and concentration, and misses the system mode and the local
vibration, which bring some difficulties for designing the blade-rotor system. In this paper, the results may provide a
certain reference for blade-rotor system design and diagnosis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The theoretical structure of axial-flow compressor
blades-disk- shaft is a cyclic symmetric structure. Its
dynamic behaviors have cyclic and symmetrical
characteristics, and the eigenvalue of vibration equation also
has some regularity. But in practical engineering, the bladesdisk-shaft system with uncoordinated phenomenon is due to
the installation error, wear, requirement of dynamic
balancing and installation technology, which is called
mistuned structure. Generally, the mistuned structure easily
causes the split of the local mode and the natural frequency.
The dynamic analysis of the mistuned bladed disk is
extensively studied by the international and domestic
scholars in recent years, and the effects of the mistuned
blades-disk could be better understood by those studies. In
1976, Ewins [1] studied the mistuned vibration mode of
blades-disk structure firstly, and found the "complex modes”
through the experiment. However, he did not realize that the
phenomenon was the vibration modal localization. Vibration
localization of bladed disk structure has an adverse effect on
the high cycle fatigue, which causes the mistuning [2, 3].
There are three kinds of mechanical model of the mistuned
bladed disk [4]: (1) the lumped parameter model, the model
where every bladed disk segment is connected to the base of
the single degree or multi-degree of the spring-mass
oscillator, in order to simulate the coupling property between
the blades, each oscillator is connected with the massless
spring, and the effect of damping is considered in the
coupling vibration of oscillator by some authors [5-7].
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(2) The continuous parameter model, to study the influence
of the mistuned structure with different parameters, the blade
is considered as a continuous parameter model [8, 9]. (3)
Through FE model, in 1982, Rzadkowski [10] analyzed the
free vibration of mistuned bladed-shaft structure with the
finite element model (FEM), which was relatively simple,
but the simulation precision was low. The multi-level
mistuned bladed disk mode was studied by Denis [11],
which proved effective and considered multi-stage coupling
mistuned characteristics of bladed discs. With the
development of computer technology, the FEM method has
made great progress. Using the FEM to study the vibration
characteristics of mistuned system makes the results more
accurate. These studies are mostly about model and
reduction of the blades-disk circulation structure to study the
coupling vibration characteristics of mistuned blades-disk
model [12-17]. Rzadkowski and Kovalov [12] concluded
that blade mistuning has stabilizing effects on bladed disks
supported by a rigid shaft and flexible shaft. Yang [13]
proposed a method to reduce freedom and calculated steadystate response of the mistuned bladed disk system, and the
research showed that the method had a high fidelity, and
greatly improved the computational efficiency. Ge [14]
studied the method to assess the localization of mistuned
blades-disk multistage dynamics. Castanier [15] studied
random bladed disk response with contact interface
characteristic. Based on model strain energy theory, the
paper evaluates the localization factor mistuned multistage
bladed disk vibration model characteristics. In turbine
machinery, the study of the vibration characteristics of
individual components such as blades, bladed disk and shaft
has been established as an important part of the design.
However, the vibration characteristic of an individual
component can change considerably when these components
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are assembled together to form one system, due to the
coupling effects among these constituent components. These
variations destroy cycle symmetry.
This paper established the FEM of blades-disk-shaft
system. Compared with the results of single blade model,
mistuned bladed disk model, and mistuned blades-disk-shaft
model, the relationships between the natural frequencies of
three different systems are investigated based on critical
speed, the frequency separation and coupling vibration mode
caused by the mistuning effect and.
2. THE MODEL OF BLADES-DISK- SHAFT
2.1. The Inherent Characteristics Comparison of Single
Blade Model
In order to comparatively analyze the dynamic
characteristics of blade with different boundary structures,
the single cantilevered blade needs to be analyzed first. The
blade width is equal to 0.02m and the thickness is 0.0025m,
which has all constraints at the end. Blade model is divided
into 160 units and 410 nodes, the natural frequencies and
vibration modes of 0.250, 0.225 and 0.20 are calculated. In
addition, the width of blade is 0.02m. The thickness is equal
to 0.02m. The density is 8304kg/m3. The elastic modulus is
equal to 2.069 × 1011Pa. The Poisson’s ration is 0.3. The
inherent characteristic is compared by using the analytic
method (AM) and the FEM.
2.1.1. Analytical Method (AM)
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where, vb is the speed in arbitrary position of blade in y
direction, IA represents the section inertia of blade and JA is
the inertia of bladed disk.
Using the equation discretization of Leeds Galerkin
method, and the Leeds Galerkin expansion can be expressed
as:
n

u ( x,t ) = "!i ( x )qi ( t ) = U Tq(t)
i=1

where, φi(x) is the shape function of the ith order, qi(x)
represents generalized coordinate.
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According to the Lagrange equation, the energy and
virtual work of rotating blade is:

M!!
q + Cq! + Kq = F

(7)

where, F is the generalized rubbing force, Fc is the
generalized damping force.
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It is assumed that the bladed disk is the rigid disk and
neglects the strain energy of bladed discs. Based on the
rotational speed of blade, according to the relevant
knowledge of elastic mechanics and mechanics of materials,
the kinetic energy and strain energy of blade can be
described as:

+
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Natural frequencies of different length blades can be
calculated by matrix and stiffness matrix of Eq. (7), which
provides the basis for comparison.
2.2.2. The Finite Element Model and Comparison
It applies the finite element software ANSYS to analyze
the inherent characteristics of single blade model and uses
the solid 45. The single blade is divided into 160 elements
with 410 nodes as shown in Fig. (2a).
By applying the AM and the FEM, the natural
frequencies and vibration modes of blade are shown in Table
1 (In this table, CB represents the mode of circumferential
bending, AB represents the mode of Axial bending, T
represents the mode of torsion). Due to the limitations of the
analytical model, 1st AB 1st T cannot be calculated. It can be
seen from Table 1 that the three orders model results show a
good agreement. The maximum error is 2.81%. Therefore,
theoretic analysis and simulation results show that the FEM
has a high accuracy, which shows the first 5 vibration modes
of three kinds of blades (the first circumferentially bent,
second circumferential bent, first order buckling, third
circumferential bent, first torsional bent) and the
corresponding eigenvalue. The first 5 vibration modes are
shown in Fig. (1). Compared to the first 5 vibration modes of
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Table 1.
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The first 5 natural frequencies of single blade.
Natural Frequency fn (Hz)

Blade
Length (m)

The First

The Second

The Third

The Fourth

The Fifth

AM/FEM

AM/FEM

AM/FEM

AM/FEM

AM/FEM

0.250

33.35/32.44

209.05/203.48

-/257.78

585.35/571.33

-/771.33

0.225

40.04/40.07

250.9/251.29

-/317.90

702.6/705.54

-/858.80

0.200

50.68/50.74

317.59/318.17

-/401.74

889.3/893.22

-/968.67

Modes

1st CB

2nd CB

1st AB

3rd CB

1st T

three types of blades, it can be found that the natural
frequencies increase with shorter blade lengths, and with the
increase in order, the amount of natural frequency increases.
In order to obtain the corresponding effects more easily, a
slightly larger mistuned value is adopted in this paper.

Fig. (1). The first 5 modal shapes of single blade.

2.2. The FE Model of the Blades-Disk-Shaft Assembly
As shown in Fig. (2), the mistuned model consists of
single blade, blades-disk and blades-disk-shaft assembly. For
the mistuned blade, the mistuned length of blade is the focus
of attention, and the blades are divided into three levels (I, II,
III). The other main parameters are as follows: the lengths of
the shaft is equal to 2.5m, and the diameter is 0.1m. the inner
diameter, outer diameter and the thickness are equal to 0.1m,
0.7m and 0.021m respectively.
3. THE NATURAL CHARACTERISTIC OF THE
MISTUNED MODEL
The distributions of the mistuned vibration model are
shown in Figs. (3, 4), which consist of natural frequencies,
vibration modes and nodal diameter information. In addition,

Fig. (2). The FE model of the mistuned blades-disk-rotor system.

it also shows the coupling characteristics of vibration mode,
the number of frequency and the vibration characteristic,
such as bending vibration mode and the nodal diameter
number.
The nomenclatures of Figs. (3, 4) are shown in Table 2.
In addition, the symbols in front of the vibration mode
represent the mode characteristics, such as the n nodal
diameter or n order bending, the number in the bracket
represents the occurrence number. Several symbols of
vibration mode appeared simultaneously, which represent
the coupling vibration model; the first is the main vibration
model, and others are the weaker ones. Each horizontal axis
indicates a model, and the arrow is the direction of frequency
increase. The circle on each shaft represents the first order
natural frequency, the dotted box with inclined section lines
represents the transformation of three-level model frequency,
and the dotted box with cross section lines represents the
transformation of two-level model frequency (the bladesdisk mode and blades-disk-shaft mode). The frequency with
deficiency rectangle frame represents the rotational
frequency, and the frequency with deficiency ellipse
represents the new frequency.
In Figs. (3, 4), all modes of three kinds of blades are
shown on single blade shaft (Table 1). For the single blade of
the first order circumferential bending, the frequency may
decrease slightly because of the flexible disk effect, and the
frequency split takes place, but it is not obvious. The blade
frequencies are divided into 9, 8 and 7 (corresponding to the
number of all kinds of blades respectively). The first and
second orders circumferential bending modes also decrease
slightly due to the effect of flexible disk, and the frequency
split is not obvious. Meanwhile, for the first, the second and
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Vibration mode symbol.

Sign
Implication

pitch circle of disk

bending of shaft

nodal diameter of disk

the third circumferential bending modes, the frequencies
split are obvious. For the first order axial bending model of
blade, the frequency split of third kinds of blades become
obvious, but the frequency split number is not equal to the
blade number with the exception of the axial bending modal
of the third blade. However, the coupled axial bending
vibration modes appear between type II and type III. The
frequency of torsional vibration is same as the previous first
order circumferential bending vibration, which has no
obvious split and lower frequency.
As it is shown in Fig. (3), the first order circumferential
bending of the blade decreased compared to the blades-disk
one due to the effect of shaft flexibility, but it has no obvious
change. For the second order and third order circumferential

Fig. (3). The distribution of mistuned mode (I).

Fig. (4). The distribution of mistuned mode (II).

circumferential bending

axial bending

torsion

bending modes of the blade, the obvious phenomenon of
frequency increment and frequency split is affected by the
shaft flexibility. For the first order axial bending of the
blade, the characteristics of frequency split are kept
invariant. Besides the frequency increment of blade III
(382.80~400.046Hz), the first order circumferential bending
and bladed disk mode remain consistent with the other two
blades, the second order axial bending of blade III goes with
the first order axial bending of blade II. For the torsional
vibration model of the blade, it can be found that the
frequency split becomes obvious because of the shaft
flexibility.
The coupling vibration of the bladed disk and blade is
affected by the shaft flexibility, such as the coupled vibration
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of the one nodal diameter of bladed disk and the first order
circumferential bending (141.17Hz) of blade I, the coupling
vibration of the zero nodal diameter of bladed disk and the
first order axial bending of blade I (blade I is the main mode,
161.88Hz), and the coupling vibration of the first order
circumferential bending, the first torsion and the zero nodal
diameters of blade III (835.51Hz) etc.. In addition to the
coupling vibration between disk and blade, the axial bending
vibration of the different type of blades appear, such as
coupling vibration of main axial vibration of blade I with
auxiliary axial vibration of blade II, and the coupling
vibration of main axial vibration of blade II with auxiliary
axial vibration of blade III. For (270.06Hz, 320.86Hz) and
(299.11Hz, 303.56Hz), the coupling features are the same,
but with larger differences in frequency.
The coupling vibration of disks and blades in the bladedisk-shaft model are all reflected with the effects of shaft,
and there is no obvious regularity in the frequency. The
coupling vibration of the blade in bladed-disk model shows
increase in modal characteristic values, and the separation
phenomenon of the other blade coupling axial vibration
frequency values slightly decrease and appear as a
centralized tendency except for the 320.86 Hz of blade
coupling vibration. It should be pointed out that not all
frequency values in the blades-disk-shaft model can be found
corresponding to the blade-disk coupling vibration due to the
effects of the shaft, which is called "losing frequency" of the
phenomenon. As priority is given to the dial 0 nodal
diameter and blade III of 3rd order circumferential bending
(type I mainly, 268.68 Hz) coupled vibration, the bladesdisk-shaft model does not exist in the corresponding
frequency values. It can also be found that the vibration
characteristics of the blade III (377.96 ~ 400.80 Hz) axial
value increase significantly.
Besides the vibration mode reflecting the vibration of
blade and disk, it appears that the model characteristics
contain the axial vibration on the blade-disk-shaft due to the
effects of the shaft. All the forms of coupling vibration show
that due to the torsional rigidity of shaft, the vibration of
rotary pitch circle and first order bending coupling vibration
of the blade appear at a low frequency (14.401 Hz), and the
first order bending vibration of the blade and the vibration of
the blade and the shaft vibration coupling modes appear at
23.026 Hz. The first order bending vibration of shaft and
first order bending coupling vibration of the blade I and the
blade II nearly appear at 96.738 Hz, and 5 order bending of
shaft, third order circumferential bending of blade, first order
reverse and the coupling vibration of rotary pitch diameter
and the pitch circle appear at 763.256 Hz. For the 3~4 orders
bending vibration of shaft, the corresponding frequencies are
not found in the mistuned model, which belongs to the
"throw frequency". In addition, due to the coupling of
mistuned blades-disk-rotor system, it also appears in a
number of frequencies such as (122.739Hz, 134.687Hz,
251.025Hz, 255.73Hz, 319.49Hz and 686.342Hz) which are
shown on the axes of blades-disk-rotor system in Figs. (3, 4).
The new frequencies behave as the coupling vibration
between disk and three types of blades, and between
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the three types of blades. Besides the coupling vibration of
blades and disk, the vibration model of single blade also
appear.
4. THE RESULT ANALYSIS AND SUPPLEMENT
According to the contrast calculation of mistuned model,
because of the blade mistuned characteristics, the different
types of blades appear in different vibration modes in the
mistuned model. For the blade circumferential bending and
the torsional vibration, the law of modes are the same as
mistuned models due to the effects of disk and blade. The
modes order and the corresponding blades number are equal
due to the effects of the disk. The shaft causes double blade
number order mode. However, there is no obvious
relationship among the corresponding blade numbers. The
blades are divided into 4 order modes at 257.78Hz of blade I
and at 317.09Hz of blade II; but due to the effects of the
disk, the shaft only causes 2 order modes. For the first order
axial bending of blades III, it can be found from
Fig. (4) that the number of frequency separation is equal to
the number of blades. For the mistuned model, the disk and
shaft have a relatively larger effect on the blade axial
bending vibration, which is found in the modal
concentration. In addition, the frequency values appear in the
vibration model that the blade axial bending is the main
model, and the disk 2 pitch diameter is supplementary,
which is shown in Fig. (5). In fact, it causes the model
localization. The first order mode of blades I at 240.51Hz is
shown in Fig. (6), it can be seen that it appears at the
locational vibration obviously. In addition, it can be seen
from Figs. (3, 4) that the mistuned characteristics make the
new frequencies of blades-disk-shaft increased, and appear
mostly in high frequency position. Meanwhile, it makes the
coupling modes increased between blades-disk and blades,
but the coupling modes of the blades-disk-shaft model
increased.
(a) Isometric view

(b) Side views

Fig. (5). A coupled mode of blade axial bending vibration.
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